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About This Game

Overview

Can you imagine having other people live inside your head?
The protagonist of this story, Dorothy Watson, is a 14-year-old girl who just started middle school. From the outside she looks

like a normal teenager but she has scars and pains that most children don’t have. Dorothy experienced trauma as a child and
developed dissociative identity disorder, commonly known as multiple personality disorder, which split her into several

personalities.

Alice, who’s as innocent as a child but sees things that others cannot.
Gretel, whose blinding rage makes her wary of everyone.

Cindy, always positive and outgoing, who doesn’t really like Dorothy for being an introvert.

If you don’t help her, Dorothy might not be able to adjust to her new life.
Fortunately there’s still hope. You have the power to talk to the different personalities including Dorothy, when Dorothy is

asleep. In her Dream Space, you can become the counsellor for Dorothy and the other kids. Use your power to integrate the split
personalities into Dorothy.

But do be careful! The personalities are very sensitive to your questions and answers. One wrong answer can drive the wedge
between you and them, tearing the kids apart beyond repair. Dorothy’s life is in your hands and your choices will have direct

impact on her.
Remember only you can save Dorothy!
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How to play

You will become a counsellor and talk to 4 personalities once per week in Dorothy’s dream. Counselling will begin after
Dorothy tells you about the events that happened to her in real life during that week. When Dorothy’s story is finished, you can
choose who you want to talk to. When you take your pick, the personality will start talking first and then you can choose how

you want to respond. Real life events as well as your responses to the personalities will determine Dorothy’s stress level and the
personalities’ integrity level. Your goal is to max out the integrity level for Alice, Gretel and Cindy before Dorothy’s stress level

maxes out.
This game has 6 endings in total. When you finish, you’ll get an illustrated cards for each ending that you can save and view in
the Archive. Play again to collect all the cards and discover all the unique real life events that happen to Dorothy and the kids!

Features

Become a counsellor for Dorothy, a 14 y.o. girl with dissociative identity disorder

Different storyline every time you play

6 unique endings for Dorothy and the kids

Over 300 answers and questions to choose from

Your answers will affect how the personalities grow and respond to future events

Stress / Integrity level will help you figure out how to handle each personality

Dreamy, otherworldly 2D graphic and music

Beautifully illustrated cards for each ending, and Archive to save them!
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Nice game! After short round tonight I have to say one thing: I don't regret spending money for this. Story is ok. Gameplay is
ok. Music and sound is great! And that monster is pretty f.... scary :D. I don't want him to touch me. Anyway, nice game.. This
game is a really fun and cool game to play with friends the game has good devs thats listen to reports and help you out as you
play would i recommend this game yes its a 10\/10 for me. TYPICAL CODEHATCH GAMES TRASH ALWAYS
CRASHING TAKES AGES TO SAVE THERE NOT WORKING ON WHAT NEEDS DONE TOTAL CON DO NOT
BOTHER WITH THIS GAME ITS ACT OF THEFT
. For a really crappy port to PC, I would give it a 5\/10. mostly because of the performance issues and somewhat bad controls..
Plays just like the card game. Only negative thing is if you are playing hot seat there is no way to NOT see your opponents hand.
It also doesn't allow you to change the other card holder to a different ID so in effect for names you are playing yourself.

Fix that and i'd be happy to give it a thumbs up.
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90% people bought this for the Ultimate finisher's...the rest bought for Shikamari

10\/10 Akatsuki team ultimate. A deliciously old-school party-based RPG. Challenging and engaging turn-based combat, as well
as interesting characters and factions to meet (although the Avadon series is fairly hack-and-slash compared to the author's
Geneforge series). On top of it all, it's got awful isometric graphics too. I love it.. *Based off of the initial release after
completing the game*

Play time- 6 hours

This game left me with a hard choice on if I liked it or not. Its has a lot of aspects that I really enjoy in a game and I really did
try to like it. It also has some very big negatives that took away from that desire.

Pros:
-You get to be a super computer AI
-You have the choice to play sandbox at just about anytime
-Some clever 'no hand holding' problems

Cons:
-You never really 'feel' like a super computer AI
-The mini games are repetitive and boring
-All you can really do in sandbox is earn more money, which is easy to get and doesn't really matter much after you finish your
base building.
-Very scripted linear story that feels... clunky?

What I wanted in this game was a skynet simulator. That isn't what you get. The unscripted elements of the game are minimal
and trivial. The obstacles to your taking over the world are also very easy to get around and at most just annoying. All
advancements in the game are from scripted missions. Outside of a few interesting scripted problems all you have is a bag of
tricks that you keep using over and over, it gets quite boring.

Stuff that needs fixed:
-Stock market is WAY to easy
-Scripted email conversations are wonky and impossible sometimes to word right, ends up feeling like you are writing a
computer and not the other way around.
-Moving troops around gets cumbersome

At the end of the day I'd rather play uplink.. The Only Thing Useful In This Dlc Is Bertha.... The Monster School Bus Truck
Killer, Its Really Overpowered And Trolling Npc Is Very Easy With This Monster.
The Other Content Is.... Mediocore... IDK What To Say To The Other Content On This Dlc, Its So Useless... Btw Just Buy
Season Pass.. Serious Sam 2, nothing special but old schooler's should take a look at it.. The controls are awful. The gameplay is
loose and deeply unsatisfying. Avoid.
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